Distinguishing between Low- and High-Cost Pro-Environmental Behavior: Empirical Evidence from Two Complementary Studies
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Abstract: To reach sustainability goals, researchers and policymakers must focus on addressing changes toward more pro-environmental behavior (PEB). Therefore, this study shows evidence-based perceptions of low- and high-cost behaviors and deduces recommendations for PEB interventions. We applied a multi-step mixed-method approach: First, a representative online survey was conducted to collect a general quantitative overview and classify low- and high-cost behavior based on past behavior and behavioral intentions. Second, a gamification intervention that aimed to gain quantitative data about certain behaviors and perceived low- and high-costs was conducted with university students. The results of the two studies showed that PEB can easily be categorized into high-, rather-high-, rather-low-, and low-cost behavior. However, this classification is not based on emission sectors, e.g., mobility, but on the specific behavior. Interventions can be recommended according to subjective costs: For example, low-cost behavior does not need additional interventions in most cases but must be maintained as is. According to the empirical findings, high-cost behavior needs top-down interventions, while rather-high- and rather-low-cost behavior requires bottom-up interventions to achieve behavior changes. In summary, managing interventions using this classification and focusing on high-impact behavior can lead to successful behavior changes and emission reductions.
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1. Introduction

To reach the Sustainable Development Goals [1] and fulfill national Sustainable Development Strategies, e.g., the German Sustainable Development Strategy [2], climate-friendly transformations are necessary. These global common goals need to involve every emitting sector and every individual to change potentially harmful behavior into pro-environmental behavior. Pro-environmental behavior (PEB) means “[...] behavior that consciously seeks to minimize the negative impact of one’s actions on the natural and built world [...]” [3] (p. 240).

Within sustainability research, emissions (mainly CO2 equivalents) are used to indicate harmful behavior. According to recent data (as of 2018), the average German citizen produces CO2 equivalents that are distributed as follows: 38% through consumption, including clothes and leisure, 22% through housing (7% electricity, 15% heating), 19% through mobility (14% surface travel, 5% air travel), 15% through food/diet, and 6% through public emissions, including waste and water management [4] (p. 60).

To decrease emissions, individual PEB needs to be fostered, while harmful activities should be reduced. Many studies [5–8] consistently described the willingness of individuals to change their behavior but with limited success in changing their actual behavior, which led to potential gaps, such as the so-called “value–action gap” [3] or the slightly different but similar “attitude–behavior gap”.

Successful interventions must be designed to overcome this value–action gap. Therefore, environmental psychologists developed and tested behavior models to explain and
avoid this gap. For example, Klöckner (2013) integrated successful environmental psychological theories into a meta-theory. According to his meta-theory, intentions, habits, and perceived control are direct predictors of behavior and, therefore, should be targeted by interventions [9].

Another aspect to consider in developing and implementing interventions is the impact of a behavior change. For example, high-impact behaviors regarding sustainability are living without a car and avoiding air travel. However, changing those action patterns is still a global challenge. Furthermore, evidence shows that PEB interventions are not very successful in achieving long-term behavior change towards sustainable activities, especially for high-impact behavior [10–12].

Those findings could be justified using the low-cost hypothesis: Every behavior is linked with behavioral ‘costs’ in a broad sense, which an individual can perceive as being either high or low [13–15]. Thus, the “[…] low-cost hypothesis predicts that the strength of effects of environmental concern on environmental behavior diminishes with increasing behavioral costs” [13] (p. 441). The individual perception of those costs is the key variable to “[…] explain the variation in the correlations between attitudes and behavior” [13] (p. 443). If the perceived costs of a behavior are high, e.g., intolerably prolonged travel time or reduction of comfort, the behavior will not change. However, low-cost behaviors, such as one-time investments (e.g., resetting the default of a thermostat), as well as simple everyday tasks, such as switching off lights when leaving a room, are more easily implemented and maintained than high-cost behaviors are but mainly have only a small impact on emissions [16].

Diekmann and Preisendörfer [13] classified behaviors related to recycling and consumerism as low-cost behaviors, while behaviors related to mobility were considered high-cost behaviors based on their plausibility and survey data. However, a definition of low- and high-cost behaviors for guiding interventions is missing.

For researchers and policymakers, it is useful to know which behavior they can address more easily and which behavior needs more effort to be changed. This contribution attempts to close this research gap by showing evidence-based perceptions of low- and high-cost behaviors using statistical analyses, visual management tools, and qualitative data in order to deduce recommendations for interventions.

2. Materials and Methods

To gain insights into low- and high-cost behavior, a multi-step mixed-method approach was used: First, a representative online survey was conducted to provide a general quantitative overview of specific behaviors. To obtain the first classification of low- and high-cost behavior, we combined past behavior and behavioral intentions. Second, a gamification intervention was conducted with university students to gain quantitative data about why certain behaviors were shown, tried out, or not even considered worth trying. The overall aim of the gamification intervention was to raise awareness, promote pro-environmental behavior, and deduce evidence-based low- and high-cost behavior using a ‘sustainability challenge’ [17].

In both studies, data were collected without person-identifying data and aggregated as soon as possible.

2.1. Survey Design, Procedure, and Sample

The survey sub-dataset was from a representative online survey that was conducted in Germany and in the German language in July 2020 [18]. The survey included questions on socio-demographics, aspects of morals, emotions, and justice, and past behavior and intentions to show certain pro-environmental behaviors in the future.

For the current research question, only answers regarding past and intended pro-environmental behavior were analyzed. Specifically, this involved questions aiming at behavior shown in 2019 (past behavior) and willingness to show a specific behavior in 2021 (intended behavior). Ten items each (past and intended behavior) covered different forms
of high-carbon behavior, such as taking a plane, eating a vegetarian diet, or using heating (see Appendix A). An example of one of these items is “In 2019, I traveled by airplane” (past behavior) and “In 2021, I will (continue to) travel by airplane” (intended behavior). Participants could answer questions on past behavior by using defined categories only: “no”, “yes”, and “I don’t know”. Items regarding intended behavior were answered on a 6-point Likert scale ranging from “I don’t agree at all” to “I totally agree”. Ten sustainable behaviors were used to portray the aforementioned emission sectors of the distribution of individual CO$_2$ equivalents: buying food regionally, waste reduction, and choosing products due to their longevity (consumption); turning off electronic devices instead of using standby mode, choosing low washing temperatures for clothes, keeping the temperature in rooms below 20 °C, and using green electricity (housing); having a vegetarian diet, (diet); not flying and taking a bike instead of a car for short distances (mobility). For the analyses, we accounted for socio-demographic variables. For this purpose, χ$^2$ tests and an ANOVA were conducted.

The survey was answered by 220 German participants who were recruited via the platform meinungsplatz.de. Participants received compensation for their expenses according to the panel service’s policy.

As exclusion criteria, we checked for the relative speed index (RSI; [19]) and the social desirability score according to Satow (2012) [20]. The RSI was computed by dividing the median page completion time of the whole sample by the page completion time of the respective individual. A relative speed index of 2 indicated that an individual was twice as fast as the median of the total respondents. Following the recommendation of Leiner (2019), we removed 34 panelists with RSI > 2 as we assumed that they did not work conscientiously. Additionally, we excluded 12 participants who showed an increased social desirability score (7 or higher) on the social desirability scale [20]. Consequently, the final sample comprised 174 participants for this study, with 91 women and 83 men (age: $M = 49.9$, $SD = 17.5$, range = 16–80 years).

2.2. Design, Procedure, and Samples of the Gamification Intervention

After reviewing the literature to assess the success factors of interventions [21], a “sustainability challenge” was developed using different behavior change methods while focusing on possible high-impact action patterns (e.g., reducing household energy consumption and emissions related to food). This gamification intervention combined weekly challenges to take on a certain PEB task while making a commitment and reflecting on the results in peer groups to enable social influence [21–23].

The baseline assessment for the gamification intervention was a 6 × 6 matrix with a total of 36 selected (sustainable) activities. Each participant was asked to reflect and color-code which of these activities they (a) already performed regularly (color: green), (b) would try out or practice (color: yellow), or (c) did not perform regularly and did not want to try out (color: red), as well as why. The color coding provided direct visual feedback on the baseline status of the 36 selected activities covering all areas of the intervention. In the case of the ‘sustainability challenge’, these were sustainable activities related to the emission sectors of consumption ($n = 8$), energy ($n = 14$), mobility ($n = 1$), and food/diet ($n = 10$).

For the gamification intervention, another aspect was added: pro-environmental activities ($n = 3$). These are active measures taken to improve the environment, e.g., by cleaning up litter in nature or making donations to sustainable projects.

The intervention was conducted as part of a one-semester university seminar. Participants were asked to choose an activity from three suggestions or the yellow-coded activities of their baseline assessment. Having a pool of suggested activities allowed the participants to choose tasks that suited them. In this way, participants were able to choose a commitment that was realistically achievable for them and not too ambitious to facilitate a short-term sense of achievement. The self-committed activity needed to be observed and, if possible, carried out over a period of at least one week, e.g., until the next lecture.
All self-reported outcomes used a defined 4-digit scale—(1) “I do not wish to engage in this behavior”, (2) “I was willing to change this behavior but did not maintain it after this try-out”, (3) “I was willing to change this behavior and maintained it”, and (4) “I already show this behavior”.

Smaller peer-evaluation sessions during the seminar and a final feedback workshop with participants allowed for more specific insights into the drivers and barriers of PEB.

The intervention was carried out during the winter and summer semesters of 2020/2021 with three courses and a total of N = 58 students (two groups with n = 19 and one group with n = 20 students). Each semester had a duration of six months (summer semester: April–September, winter semester: October–March). The gender ratio was not fairly distributed among the intervention groups, with a total of 34 females and 24 males.

3. Results

3.1. Representative Survey

Based on past and intended behavior, typical behavioral ‘costs’ can be deduced. Practically, high-cost behavior is behavior that shows high elasticity in response to changes, e.g., increased knowledge and awareness of climate change. Consequently, the respective PEB was only shown or intended to be implemented by a few participants, whereas low-cost behavior should have been performed or intended by many participants. Preliminary findings about the distributions of past PEB (Figure 1) and intentions to engage in PEB (Figure 2) as suggested by the survey data are highlighted in Figures 1 and 2.

The representative survey data suggested that the least likely behavior was a vegetarian diet. Only 12.6% (N = 22) of the participants ate a vegetarian diet. Buying products due to their longevity (72.9%, N = 127), having a room temperature beneath 20 °C (71.3%, N = 124), and washing at less than 60 °C (73.6%, N = 128) were the most popular behaviors.

![Figure 1. Distribution of ten pro-environmental behaviors (PEBs) conducted in the past year according to the survey data. The green bar shows the low-emitting version and the red bar shows the high-emitting version of each behavior (N = 174).](image)
The answers about the participants’ intentions to engage in PEB varied slightly. Most participants intended to reduce waste (55.2% strongly agreed to do so, N = 96), buy regional food (56.3%, N = 98), and buy products due to their longevity (50.6%, N = 88). By far the most unpopular behavior was, again, to eat a vegetarian diet. Only 10.3% (N = 18) of the participants were willing to give up meat consumption.

As there was no ‘natural gap’ in the continuum of the popularity of high-carbon behavior, a threshold between high- and low-cost behavior had to be defined. To implement criteria for this threshold, responses about both past and intended behavior were merged. Figure 3 shows how the mean values were used to create four quadrants.

This matrix could be used to deduce recommendations for intervention planning. PEBs with high values for past and intended behavior (see quadrant I) could be easily targeted by interventions for individuals to lead to behavior changes. Quadrant IV highlighted PEBs with high values for past behavior but low values for intended behavior. This could be an indication that these behaviors were tried in the past but not maintained. The only PEB that fell into this quadrant was ‘no flying’. Here, qualitative analyses would be profitable.

Quadrant II included PEBs that were intended to be adopted by many people but had not been conducted in the past. Two reasons can be postulated here: On the one hand, there could be a trend that motivated people to commit to a behavior in the future—for example, the growing sensibility regarding avoiding plastic, which was not there in the past. On the other hand, this could be a behavior that was intended, but there were barriers that were present. Such a barrier could be simply forgetting a plan or opting for an easier alternative. Only one behavior fell into this quadrant: turning off electronic devices instead of using standby mode. One may assume that this is a low-cost behavior, which explains the high intention to engage. However, there must be a barrier, e.g., convenience. Qualitative research could find the answer here.

As a further step, we looked at differences in subgroups, for which we had no hypotheses. Thus, all of the following analyses were explorative.
In general, women were more willing to behave pro-environmentally than men were; we found significant differences in sex in the willingness to reduce waste ($M_{\text{female}} = 5.40$, $M_{\text{male}} = 4.72$, $t(150.7) = 3.37, p = 0.001$), to wash laundry beneath 60 °C regularly ($M_{\text{female}} = 4.86$, $M_{\text{male}} = 4.27$, $t(170.4) = 2.27, p = 0.025$), and to buy food regionally ($M_{\text{female}} = 5.34$, $M_{\text{male}} = 4.92$, $t(160.3) = 2.22, p = 0.028$). The sex differences can also be seen in Figure 4. In general, women were more willing to behave pro-environmentally than men were; $t(163.3) = 3.17, p = 0.002$ ($M_{\text{female}} = 4.45$, $M_{\text{male}} = 4.06$).

Figure 3. The mean intentions and behavior are plotted in the diagram. Using the means of the intentions and behavior, four quadrants were separated. Low-cost behavior is shown in quadrant I (high past and high intended behavior), and high-cost behavior is shown in quadrant III (low past and low intended behavior).

Figure 4. Differences in intentions to adopt a specific pro-environmental behavior.
For past behavior, we found sex differences only for waste reduction ($\chi^2(1) = 6.30$, $p = 0.013$). Therefore, sex differences mostly occurred in intended behavior, not actual behavior.

In part, it may be useful to specifically target certain groups to seek behavior changes among them, as they appear more willing to implement such behavior changes. More effort seems to be needed to convince people who do not yet show intentions toward behavior changes.

3.2. Gamification Intervention

During the baseline assessment, the majority of the participants stated that climate change exists and that action should be taken. None of the participants rejected scientific facts.

Using the four-point scoring system ((1) “I do not wish to engage in this behavior”, (2) “I was willing to change this behavior but did not maintain it after this try-out”, (3) “I was willing to change this behavior and maintained it”, and (4) “I already show this behavior”), all activities, including the baseline assessments, were analyzed. The group averages for sustainable behavior were similar for two groups (2.79 and 2.71), while one group seemed to be more environmentally friendly with an average score of 3.15.

Based on the ‘low-cost hypothesis’ described by Diekmann and Preisendörfer [13], the gamification intervention included both low- and high-cost activities. Consequently, the activities of the challenge were ranked according to their cost intensity. It could be assumed that the aggregated frequency of an intended and shown behavior indicated its cost intensity, which led to a ratio of high- and low-cost activities of 1:6. Most participants were willing to at least try the suggested activities, except for five of them.

In more detail, all three pro-environmental activities (donating, building an insect hotel, and cleaning up litter in nature) showed the lowest rates of intended and shown behavior (average scores ranging from 1.66 to 1.91). Only the activity “using streaming services for a maximum of 8 h per week” (energy) received a lower average rate of 1.57. Interestingly, the activity “changing to ‘green’ electricity tariffs” (energy) only received the scores of 4 (“I already show this behavior”) or 1 (“I do not wish to engage in this behavior”), leading to an average score of 2.09, with most participants not wishing to change their tariffs. Consequently, these PEBs could be considered ‘high-cost’ behaviors.

Almost every participant regularly engaged in the following seven activities (average scores: 3.62–3.84), indicating that those PEBs were perceived as ‘low-cost’ behaviors: using cloth bags (consumption), utilizing leftover food (food/diet), saving food after its expiration date by using one’s senses (food/diet), using clotheslines instead of electronic dryers (energy), turning off lights when leaving a room (energy), running dishwashers and washing machines only when fully loaded (energy), and combining errands with walks/biking instead of using a car (mobility).

3.2.1. Consumption

Participants stated that their reasons for showing certain consumption behaviors were motivated by convenience, saving money, or being raised in that way. Additionally, when it came to shopping, reducing (plastic) trash was a major motivator—e.g., using only solid soaps instead of liquid ones in plastic packages or using cloth bags/rucksacks instead of plastic bags. However, when asked to change body care products to ones without plastic, most participants’ main reason for not changing was that “it didn’t feel good” or that “it’s more convenient to use my standard products”. Not all products had convincing alternatives according to the participants. Therefore, emotions, routines, and tactile perceptions were leading arguments for the purchase of body care products.

One group was specifically asked what their main incentive/reason for consumption was. A scale ranging from “comfort shopping” to releasing negative emotions via “I need this item” to “I want to reward myself” was used to answer this question. A total of 15% stated that they mostly consumed when frustrated, and 10% used shopping to reward
themselves. The remaining 75% mostly needed a specific item with a tendency toward the ‘reward’ side.

In this intervention, reuse of items was a major topic. The participants were active in selling items (electronics, appliances, or clothing) that they no longer used on the Internet. Additionally, they mostly bought used or refurbed electronics due to financial limitations.

3.2.2. Housing (Energy/Heating)

Participants were asked to change their lighting to LED, and 60.35% of the participants declared that their household was completely or at least partially equipped with energy-saving bulbs (LED).

Furthermore, the frequency of the activities showed that switching off lights was a less demanding activity than the non-recurring change to a ‘green’ electricity tariff. When asked about this discrepancy, the participants replied that it was a financial issue because ‘green’ electricity tariffs were mostly more expensive. Additionally, some stated that their accommodation (e.g., a flatshare, student housing, or living with their parents) did not give them the opportunity to decide about or change their electricity tariff. Interestingly, some participants stated that the intervention made them more aware of energy-saving measures (e.g., “I occasionally caught myself forgetting to switch off the light” or “Although I was taught to boil water with a lid or to use the kettle, I always forgot to do this when cooking. This task has made me more aware of this and I really pay more attention to it.”).

Since most students did not have an electronic dryer, almost all of the participants stated that they always used clotheslines because they did not own a dryer, never did, and/or dried clothes using clotheslines only since they were a child. Only one participant explained that “clothes have a significantly better and more pleasant quality when [using] the electronic dryer” when referring to their own preferences.

The task of reducing their consumption of streaming services to no more than 8 h per week was declined by 74.13% of the participants. Only 8% stated that they were already within this limit because they were mostly outdoors. The reasons for declining the task right away were personal comfort (e.g., “I need my music or movies to switch off”, “I personally don’t want to limit myself here”, or “it’s an important part of my life and an outlet that I don’t want to miss out on”), mental health reasons (e.g., “As I live alone, it’s good for me and my mind”, “[I need] access to streaming services so that I don’t feel lonely”, or “music puts me in a good mood”), and educational reasons (e.g., “I listen to radio via Internet. Local radio stations are not an alternative because these stations don’t help me learn a language.”).

To reduce television consumption and save energy in this way, the gamification intervention challenged participants to “Have a game night or read books instead of watching TV”. This social task was easily implemented by most participants, with a few establishing regular game nights and stating that “game nights are much more fun in a group than if you just watch TV together”, “social skills are strengthened through such joint activities”, and “I told my friends about [this challenge] and we’ve been meeting up every other evening for about three weeks now to play cards and board games”. Some participants rediscovered reading when performing this task and were looking forward to all of their unread books. However, personal habits and convenience were still a barrier for some participants (e.g., “I would not allow myself to be restricted in my free time as to which activity I would like to do.”).

When it came to not using standby mode, only three participants’ feedback showed that convenience and habits influenced the implementation of this (e.g., “[the appliance] is the only clock in that room” or “[this device] has a timer and fulfills a task automatically, e.g., making coffee, cleaning processes—a convenience I don’t want to miss.”).

3.2.3. Mobility

When asked to combine errands with walks/bike rides instead of using a car, more than half of the participants stated that they did not own a car and, thus, this task was
no problem. However, participants also defined mobility as mostly an infrastructural problem—for example, “short distances in a small town allow for shopping by bike. In a big city the next supermarket is too far away, so I use my car a lot”.

During the final feedback workshop, the participants expanded the mobility activity—mainly pertaining to private car use—to flying: “I find it important to travel longer distances by train instead of by car or plane” and “never fly on vacation, explore the local area, take day trips and enjoy the options in Europe”.

3.2.4. Food/Diet

According to the final feedback workshops, a huge number of participants in the groups stated that they had already adopted a vegetarian diet or were willing to change their diet and eat less meat. Interestingly, two participants stated that due to training/sportive activities and/or health issues, a specific diet was already established that did not allow any changes at all, e.g., reduced meat consumption.

Food-related activities showed the most responses for “I learned this behavior as a child”, with frequently asked questions such as “it’s normal behavior for me, is it not for others?”.

One task was to have two meat-free days per week, while another was to reduce dairy consumption. Most participants without a vegan/vegetarian diet used this opportunity to “try out alternative products”. It also helped in reviewing everyday habits: “It made me think more intensively about how many dishes, even those that are quick to prepare, contain meat and that these are easy to replace or can be dispensed with”. However, some participants stated that they could not purchase alternative products due to financial limitations or that they disliked the taste of alternatives and had to try out a few products to replace their normal ones, e.g., dairy products. In living situations where participants were not living alone, “convincing housemates of the benefits of substitute products wasn’t successful”, and, thus, they did not change their dietary habits in the long term. Additionally, the participants debated about whether alternative products with high energy demands during production and long transportation routes were sustainable.

3.2.5. Pro-Environmental Activities

Feedback revealed that, regarding pro-environmental activities, it was more convenient and time-efficient to refuse such tasks.

For example, only a few participants stated that they already cleaned up litter at least once. Interestingly, before the intervention, cleaning up litter was only conducted as part of a job or an activity with kids to raise their awareness of litter. Ten participants tried it out during the intervention and described it as a mostly fun activity when done with friends or family. They even received thanks from passers-by and perceived it as rewarding and “doing something good while being outdoors”. Two participants reported that they received “strange looks” and more attention from passers-by, and they felt uncomfortable while collecting trash. Most participants stated that they did not have time for such an activity, even when they had pledged to do it during the last lecture. Moreover, some named fears (e.g., “it feels like you are being watched by all passers-by and are constantly wondering what they think about you”) and discomfort (e.g., “I would be very uncomfortable if someone were to watch me collecting garbage”), as well as responsibility (e.g., “the polluter should clean up their mess, not me”) as reasons not to engage in this activity.

Three participants donated money to animal/tree projects or sponsorships, with only one donating because of the gamification intervention. The main reason for not donating money was that students did not have the financial means and/or were not willing to spend money like this (e.g., “I like to spend my meager income on my personal things”). Additionally, some participants were reluctant to donate money since they did not trust that donations were always used for the intended purpose.

When asked to build an insect hotel, most participants refused, stating that their living conditions did not allow for the placement of an insect hotel (e.g., student housing, high
floors in apartment houses) or that they did not have the tools or skills to build something like that. Additionally, aversion to insects (e.g., “I respect small creatures, but I don’t want to [. . .] deal with them in my everyday life in general” or “I have an aversion to insects, I don’t want to deal with this”) was also given as a reason.

3.2.6. Additional Aspects from Feedback

During the feedback workshop, the participants of one group were asked whether a competition-based challenge would have been more motivating. All participants agreed that a competition-based challenge including prizes would not increase their motivation. On the contrary, since self-reported outcomes are hardly verifiable, it would add a level of unfairness and demotivate real behavior changes.

Furthermore, participants stated that the intervention suggested many activities and made them try out a few. One participant explained that “small changes in habits can lead to acquaintances becoming aware of them and adopting them. In my eyes, that’s the success: small changes in our everyday lives to protect the environment”. Additionally, it enhanced self-efficacy by showing participants that they already showed PEBs: “With the help of the tasks I gradually expanded my own PEB” and “I realized that I already do many sustainable activities, but the challenge made me realize that I can do even more”. Participants found the intervention stimulating because it offered different tasks as a challenge every week, and they were motivated to change towards more PEBs: “I will try to incorporate even more activities into my daily life”.

Surprisingly, reflecting on one’s own behavior also helped participants change their perspectives regarding perceived normality: “Most of the boxes I have colored green were taught to me as a child. [. . .] The thought that such activities are not common for everyone did not occur to me until then. At the same time, it made me proud that I had already been taught as a child how to use food and other resources consciously”.

When asked why participants changed their behavior, the main answer was “all these things were easy and simple to integrate into my everyday life”.

3.3. Cross-Design Synthesis

Remembering the four quadrants of intended and shown behavior (see Figure 3), based on a management tool for visualizing a portfolio [24], picturing PEBs in the quadrants showed the cost of a behavior. It also enables researchers and policymakers to identify the possible need for an intervention and to deduce its type (see Table 1).

For Germany, by combining the representative quantitative survey with the qualitative gamification intervention described in this work, the following empirical evidence regarding high- and low-cost PEBs was derived. Please note that due to the biases introduced by the sampling methods used, these findings are preliminary and limited (for a discussion of the limitations, please see the Section 4).

Both aggregated results showed high means regarding intentions and past behavior related to reducing waste, shopping consciously (regional, seasonal, considering product longevity), reducing room/washing temperature, and only using washing machines/dishwashers when fully loaded. These behaviors need to be maintained as ‘normal’ in society but did not need an additional intervention (quadrant I). In quadrant II, the intentions were high, but the actual behavior was lacking. This calls for bottom-up interventions to make PEBs more convenient or to establish habits.

In particular, quadrants III and IV seemed to be most promising for intervention planning, since the PEBs that were mentioned were high-impact ones. However, since both quadrants showed low intentions, top-down interventions are needed to overcome this intentional gap. For quadrant IV, top-down interventions should be combined with bottom-up interventions, since the participants already showed the behaviors to a certain degree but did not maintain them.
Table 1. Depicting the costs according to intended and shown behaviors, as well as the need for interventions and possible intervention types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quadrant II—high intention, low shown behavior (rather-low-cost PEB)</th>
<th>Quadrant I—high intention, high shown behavior (low-cost PEB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- bottom-up interventions are needed</td>
<td>- no interventions needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- making the behavior more convenient, nudging, or establishing habits</td>
<td>- PEB must be maintained as ‘normal’ in society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples:</td>
<td>Examples:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- having at least two meat-free days</td>
<td>- reducing waste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- not using standby mode</td>
<td>- shopping consciously (regional, seasonal, considering product longevity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- having a game night or reading a book instead of watching TV</td>
<td>- reducing room temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- only use washing machines/dishwashers when fully loaded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- using clothes lines instead of electric dryers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quadrant III—low intention, low shown behavior (high-cost PEB)

- top-down interventions are needed, e.g., making the sustainable option the default, improving infrastructure, or making meat-free products the cheaper option
- making the behavior more convenient or giving incentives to show a certain behavior

Examples:
- changing to a ‘green’ electricity tariff
- going by bike or foot for short distances instead of using the car
- implementing a more vegetarian diet

Quadrant IV—low intention, high shown behavior (rather-high-cost PEB)

- bottom-up in combination with top-down interventions are needed, e.g., reducing short-haul flights, demanding greenhouse gas compensations and taxes for flights, improving train infrastructure, making people explore regional and country-specific sights

Examples:
- no flying
- reducing time with streaming services

Not mentioned in Table 1 are pro-environmental activities. Since such activities are based on taking voluntary action, only bottom-up social means should be used to introduce such activities to citizens. Although these would belong to quadrant III (low intentions and low past behavior) according to the classification in Table 1, they should not be enforced with top-down interventions. Therefore, such activities remain as honorable mentions and will not be included in the classification.

As shown by the empirical evidence, the categories of low- and high-cost PEBs should not be based on the emission sector (e.g., mobility or consumption) but on the specific PEB. For example, most energy-saving measures are categorized as low-cost PEBs, but changing to a ‘green’ electricity tariff is perceived as a high-cost PEB. As shown in Table 1, the ‘energy’ emission sector was part of three different quadrants and, thus, categories of PEB costs.

4. Discussion

The costs of a particular behavior are perceived differently by individuals. Sometimes, they conflict with the objectively measurable costs of that behavior and, thus, with rational choice theory. For example, using a car for short trips and shopping objectively imposes a higher cost than using a bicycle due to gasoline consumption. However, the convenience of a car is perceived as more beneficial than financial savings. In this study, we wanted to find out which behaviors had high perceived costs for people. Since a clear, sharp separation was not statistically possible, we used a combination of behavior and intentions to obtain the first classification. The differentiation between recycling/shopping on the one hand and energy/mobility on the other as a categorization for high- and low-cost behaviors according to Diekmann and Preisendörfer was rough [13]. This study’s data showed that a finer approach is needed to categorize the perceived cost of a behavior. Combining intended and shown behavior and the possible combinations that are visualizable in a $2 \times 2$ matrix enables completely new insights into perceived costs and possibilities for interventions. Therefore, this tool and classification can guide the planning, implementation,
and management of interventions on the bottom-up and top-down levels. Additionally, when another dimension, “impact on greenhouse gas emissions”, is added, this can also help researchers and policymakers prioritize projects and interventions to successfully promote high-impact behavior change interventions.

Analyzing the results using visual management tools such as a $2 \times 2$ table facilitated the discovery of possible barriers and agents of change. For example, in quadrant II, the intention was increased, but the actual behavior was low. This could be based on barriers to the implementation of actual behavior changes, e.g., missing skills, opportunities, or financial means.

In the case of green electricity, it was most likely that budgetary constraints were the main reason for the lower implementation rates. Green electricity is often more expensive than conventional electricity. This is in line with the feedback from the intervention’s participants. To change behavior in this respect, policymakers and energy suppliers should make the sustainable option the default. Wynes et al. (2018) showed the positive effect of such an approach with the possibility of opting out [25].

Also, experiencing problems and lacking infrastructure—for example, insufficient cycle paths and stands in (German) cities or countryside areas—can reduce the intentions and actual behavior related to sustainable activities, such as using bicycles for short distances. The PEBs in quadrant III can most likely only be achieved using political or infrastructural measures.

The clearest finding from the survey data was that vegetarianism must be associated with very high costs, since this behavior is very rarely undertaken and, at the same time, is intended by very few people. This is in concordance with literature since dietary behavior is highly influenced by emotions, customs, traditions, and social factors [26–28].

However, reducing meat and dairy consumption is of particular interest, and there have been many interventions that have attempted to change this behavior [25,27,29,30]. Considering the high emissions of greenhouse gases [30], this seems appropriate in this case. Interestingly, among university students and, thus, the participants in the gamification intervention, there are already many vegetarians.

It must be noted that in contrast to the original management tool used to visualize portfolios [24], the quadrants related to sustainable behavior were not used to identify possibilities to liquidate interventions. On the contrary, the literature has shown that “[. . .] every intervention is better than none” [21] (p. 21). Therefore, all quadrants and their activities are worth investing in with corresponding interventions. However, this $2 \times 2$ matrix—as intended for its original use case—is useful in transparently presenting behavioral costs, reducing their complexity, and, thus, making derivations of activities and strategies based on evidence possible.

Remarkably, when behaviors are picked up during childhood, they are perceived as ‘normal’ and, thus, low-cost. One participant stated, “I was surprised that many of those activities are already integrated into my everyday life and are normal to me”. This is in line with the literature showing that social and cultural factors, as well as existing routines, can highly influence PEBs [31]. Such influences can be used by interventions to produce positive emotions: “The thought that such activities are not common for everyone did not occur to me until then. At the same time, it made me proud that I had already been taught as a child how to use food and other resources consciously”.

However, inconvenience, impracticality, and personal preferences/habits were the most commonly mentioned barriers in the intervention groups, which was in line with the literature [32–35]. Therefore, behavior changes were only successful for PEBs that “were simple to integrate into my everyday life”.

Regarding the methodology, most biases in surveys are due to non-probability sampling, answers corresponding to social desirability, or answers given without reading the questions. Countermeasures to reduce such biases were taken, e.g., with the survey being representative and excluding participants with increased social desirability scores [20] and those who completed the survey too quickly [19].
Surveying in 2020 about behaviors exhibited in 2019 minimized the risk of biases, such as recall error, because the time frame used was very limited and was as recent as possible. Assessing readiness to change one’s behavior with questions about the nearest possible future—in this case, the year 2021—also reduced the risk of overconfidence because the gap between current and future conditions was minimal. However, the sampling method of compensating participants and using the Internet to conduct the survey introduced a selection bias, which could not be counteracted. For example, using an online survey excludes people who do not use the Internet or who are not registered on the survey’s platform.

Although the three intervention groups were heterogenous to a certain degree, the intervention sample built a cohort from persons from the same socioeconomic group. The intervention participants would normally congregate and speak to one another in the regular course of their everyday lives. Therefore, social interaction did not need to be established in the intervention groups. Additionally, students are a group of special interest, since they are in a phase of transition from being dependent members of their parents’ homes to independent individuals with new living conditions, which enables behavior changes [36].

Using a university seminar to actively reflect on their experiences with peers after trying out new activities or even lifestyles, the participants could “learn through engagement” [37].

The main source of bias identified within the gamification intervention was the fact that it was based on self-reported outcomes rather than observed behavior (change). The major problem is that self-reported outcomes are hardly verifiable and might be biased, e.g., regarding social desirability.

Interestingly, the participants were against competition or incentives as motivation schemes, which followed the research literature showing that incentives do not encourage long-term behavior changes and/or might even weaken intrinsic motivation [38,39].

It must be noted that the findings of the representative quantitative survey and the qualitative gamification intervention, as well as their combination described in this work, are limited in scale and scope. To upscale the results and make them applicable to other contexts, various social structures, as well as different countries, more extensive national and global research is needed.

In concordance with the literature, the participants in the gamification intervention initially lacked clarity and understanding regarding the causes of climate change, emerging potential threats, and possible solutions [5]. The participants also stated that they wished for additional information on why and how each task enhanced PEBs and/or reduced harmful emissions.

According to Lorenzoni et al. [40], pro-environmental engagement is possible when knowledge and the will to act meet with the ability to act. Participants stated that some tasks were beyond their ability to engage in, e.g., donations because of their limited financial means or building insect hotels due to their lack of skills. Consequently, interventions should also include measures to increase the ability to act pro-environmentally.

5. Conclusions

As behavior is individual and complex, interventions for changing a specific behavior should also be individualized and account for this complexity. This means that a ‘one-size-fits-all’ intervention approach is not promising in changing behavior in the long term. People need to be enabled to adapt to a certain behavior, to make it convenient, and to integrate it in their everyday lives [41].

However, our contribution showed that even individual behavior and perceived subjective costs can be grouped and categorized. Based on this categorization, interventions can be deduced. Pro-environmental behaviors, which are more popular than others and are already implemented in most everyday lives, are perceived as ‘low-cost’. Such behaviors, in most cases, need to be maintained, e.g., as ‘normal’ behavior in a society (cultural and societal factors) but do not need additional interventions. However, PEBs that are perceived
as high-cost with people having no intention to change their behavior will need top-down interventions to be changed because, in most cases, the barriers are due to infrastructure or resources. PEBs that were categorized as rather-high- or rather-low-cost behaviors need bottom-up interventions to increase the actually shown behavior, since most participants showed at least limited intentions to change their behavior.

The developed categorization showed that behaviors of all cost types can be addressed directly and successfully. However, it is worth combining subjective costs of changing a specific behavior with data on greenhouse gas emissions to identify behavior changes with a large impact on reducing emissions [30]. Consequently, interventions and further research should focus on the combination of high-impact and cost-efficient behavior changes to be the most beneficial. Based on our data, interventions can motivate individuals to change their behavior and promise to be successful in reaching the Global Sustainable Development Goals.
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**Appendix A**

Survey Questions (authors’ own translation):

**Past Behavior:**
- In 2019, I generally used a car for short distances (up to 20 km).
- In 2019, I traveled by airplane.
- In 2019, I ate a vegetarian diet.
- In 2019, I purchased green electricity (green tariff).
- In 2019, I usually switched off my electrical appliances completely (instead of using standby mode).
- In 2019, I usually washed my laundry at 60 °C or higher.
- In 2019, I paid more attention to longevity than price when purchasing new things (e.g., electrical appliances, clothing).
- In 2019, I bought regional products rather than products transported over long distances.
- In 2019, I generally shopped in a waste-avoiding manner (e.g., not using plastic bags to transport fruit and vegetables).
- In 2019, I heated my home to more than 22 °C during the winter months.

**Intended Behavior:**
- In 2019, I will (continue to) generally use a car for short distances (up to 20 km).
- In 2021, I will (continue to) travel by airplane.
- In 2019, I will (continue to) eat a vegetarian diet.
- In 2019, I will (continue to) purchase green electricity (green tariff).
- In 2019, I will (continue to) usually switch off my electrical appliances completely (instead of using standby mode).
- In 2019, I will (continue to) usually wash my laundry at 60 °C or higher.
- In 2019, I will (continue to) pay more attention to longevity than price when purchasing new things (e.g., electrical appliances, clothing).
In 2019, I will (continue to) buy regional products rather than products transported over long distances.

In 2019, I will (continue to) generally shop in a waste-avoiding manner (e.g., not using plastic bags to transport fruit and vegetables).

In 2019, I will (continue to) heat my home to more than 22 °C during the winter months.
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